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Bumper numbers of visitors to The Old Rectory Museum 
 

‘Those were the shops’ was the title 

given to this summer’s exhibition at the 

Old Rectory Museum.  Put together by 

curator Janet Slatter, the exhibition was 

set out to depict shopping in the Market 

Place and surrounding streets and was a 

mixture of artefacts and old photographs 

loaned to the museum by Society 

members and members of the public.  

The display on Marshall Greens Men’s 

Outfitters was generously loaned by Mr 

Grewcock, and Ernie and Sheila Miller 

lent their collection of memorabilia from 

Cockerill’s Family Grocers, including the notebooks used by the store to tally their 

weekly shopping bill.  Other exhibits featured Zenobia and Clemersons. 

 

 

 

 

The Old Rectory Museum is staffed 

throughout the summer by Society 

members who volunteer their time to 

keep this historic building available to the 

people of the town.  

 

Overleaf, Diane Coppard shares her 

experience of what it’s like to ‘take a 

turn’ at the museum. 
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Volunteering to help at the Old Rectory 

Museum?  Me?  Although at first I was 

daunted by the prospect, feeling that I didn’t 

know enough about it, I eventually 

volunteered to help with Sara. 

 

A pleasant, relaxing time it was too.  I was 

happy doing the setting up, putting the sign 

board out and whisking the cover off the 

computer.  But would I be able to cope 

with the visitors’ questions?  I’d read up on 

the basics about the Old Rectory and had 

more insights from committee members – 

but I soon realised that I needn’t have worried.  The visitors we had were happy to 

stroll round the building and have a few things pointed out to them.  There were 

guide books and notices to refer to if need be and of course there were two of us.   

 

We had a steady trickle of visitors, all of whom were enthusiastic, appreciating the 

beauty of the building and interested in the exhibits.  With such a range of exhibits, 

it was intriguing to see which ones people were drawn to - the children all loved 

having a go at the games.  Some of the visitors had time to chat with us and share 

their memories; this was the highlight of the experience for me.   

 

Sara and I had a very pleasant time.  I recommend it! 

 

Diane Coppard 
 

 

 
 

To reflect the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Elizabeth 

next year, the Old Rectory Museum exhibition for 

Summer 2012 is to be titled ‘Royal Memories’ and 

will relate to visits made to Loughborough and the 

surrounding district by members of the royal family.   

 

If you have any memories you would like to share of 

visits from any period in the past or photographs the 

Society could borrow for the period of the 

exhibition, please contact the museum curator,  

Janet Slatter, via the LAHS website:  

 

http://www.loughboroughpastandpresent.org/lahs.php 

 

http://www.loughboroughpastandpresent.org/lahs.php
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Winter Programme  
 

The first meeting of the 2011/2012 LAHS winter programme is to be held 
on Saturday 1st October 2011 at 7 pm in Room U0.11 of the Brockington 

Building (adjacent to the Lecture Theatre).   Details of the speaker for the 
evening, along with the programme for the remainder of the season, are 

below. 
 

As membership to the Society follows the academic calendar, it’s that time of year 
when subscription fees are due once again.  This year we are asking members to 

make payment by cheque if possible, to speed up administration at the beginning 
of meetings and to help with accounting procedures.  Cheques can be handed to the 

Treasurer prior to the talks or posted to him at his home address, listed on the back 
page of this newsletter.  Subscription rates are: 
 

Full paying individuals  £12.50 

Concessions £10.00 

Family subscription (2 adults + children) £25.00 
 

Please cheques payable to Loughborough Archaeological and Historical Society. 
 
 

 
The Napoleonic Prisoners of War in Ashby de la Zouch 

by Kenneth Hillier 

October 1st 2011 7:00 pm 

 

Living & Dying in Early Modern Loughborough 

by David Postles 

Dec 3rd 2011 7:00 pm 

 

Members Afternoon 

January 7th 2012 2:00 pm 

 

Chariots & Chores : The Horse & Donkey in Ancient Egypt 

by Siobhan McLoughan 

February 4th 2012 7:00 pm 

 

Rubbing into History 

by Brian Williams 

March 3rd 2012 7:00 pm 

 

Revealing the Buried Landscapes of Leicestershire : Geophysics in Action 

by Dr Jeremy Taylor 

April 7th 2012 7:00 pm 

 

All meetings on Saturday at Room U0.11 of the Brockington Building, 

Loughborough University Campus.  More information can be found at 

www.loughboroughpastandpresent.org 
 

http://www.loughboroughpastand/
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Of Local Fireplaces and Delft Tiles 
by Brian C. J. Williams 

 

Leicestershire has a pretty equal 
footing with other counties in 
demolished halls, period buildings and 

their fittings to make any cultured 
antiquarian soul weep.  Sadly even 

today, armed with all their excuses, the 
iconoclasts are still alive and well. 

 
In 1959 Burleigh Hall, a classical building to 

the west of Loughborough on an even more 
ancient site, became part of our University 

campus.  Talks of restoration were 
terminated when thieves stole the lead from 

the roof and costs determined its fate, 
together with its barns and dovecotes.  Only 
the great cedar tree and the garden arbour 

surmounted by the arms of the Tate family 
survive, together with a stone and timber 

framed cottage on the hill.  Its little lodge by 

the Burleigh Brook on the Ashby Road side 

was later used as a pottery – but its future also 
looks bleak now.  Space here forbids sharing its 

centuries of documented history. 
 

In November 1959 I was lucky enough to visit the hall with other members of our 
society.  Armed only with a box camera, I recorded the fireplace here in one of the 

principal rooms.  A beautiful marble or alabaster moulded surround enclosed forty blue 
delft tiles depicting a live armada of hand painted 18th century sailing ships in various 
positions and rig.  Following the demolition, the late G. H. Green, one of the famous 

founder members of the LAHS, was on the site and was allowed, for a few shillings, to 
salvage a number of the tiles from the rubble.  These stayed at his home for some years 

among other relics from destroyed buildings.  Sad to say that when he died and his dear 
wife Alice was eventually to move, the tiles were taken with other items to the tip 

before I heard of their fate.  A salutary lesson for many of us I fear – but of course we 
had no local museum then. 

 
In the same year as Burleigh Hall met its fate, a compromise had been reached over the 

All Saints Old Rectory in the town.  The obvious medieval portions were to remain and 
be restored by the Ministry of Works (Ancient Monuments).  The extensive 18th 

century and Regency period parts were to be demolished, the then Town Council 
originally wanting to demolish the whole building for re-development.   

Delft tile sailing ships in the marble fireplace.  

Burleigh Hall near Loughborough, November 1959, 

prior to demolition. 
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In the ensuing demolition another of our former 

members – a postman, the late Mr Roy Bentham - 

had the foresight to rescue – again for a few 

shillings – some nine tiles from the handsome 
fireplace in the entrance hall of the Old Rectory, 
the rest being smashed under demolition 

hammers.  Some years later they were passed into 
my keeping.  Here is a brief study of them: 

 
Commonly called Delftware from Delft in the 

Netherlands, the technique has its origins in the 
early 16th century.  Whole ranges of pottery were 

produced, from posset pots, barbers bowls, mugs, 
plates and candlesticks, in addition to tiles.  

 
By the 17th century English Delftware became 

established, mainly in London, Bristol and Liverpool.  
The tiles featured here by close comparison appear 
to be from the London centres of either Southwark 

or Aldgate.  English Delftware waned and almost 
died out at the turn of the 19th century.  This was 

largely brought about by Wedgewood and other 

potteries, with their lighter and more durable lead 

glazed pottery and printed transfer techniques 
enabling exact repetition of carefully made 

illustrations.  The rustic charms of individual brush-
stroke-work went out of fashion until revivals in the 

late 19th century of the Arts and Crafts movement. 
 

 
 

 

The tiles from the Old Rectory are basically square, 
varying between 124 and 129 mm in size with a distinct 

bevel reducing their back to between 118 and 120 mm.  
Their thickness varies between 6.5 and 9 mm.  The 

body is buff earthenware with a top surface of white tin 
glaze, hand painted with rich cobalt blue oxide.  Glaze 

traces can appear on the edges but on the whole they 
are clear of it.  Mortar traces suggest close setting in 

situ, with spacing little more than 1.5 mm.  Their 
subjects, as appropriate for a rectory, depict biblical 

style scenes, each contained within a circle that 

Tile 1, depicting Jonah  

and the Whale 

Tile 3:  Jesus washing the 

feet of his disciples. 
 

Tile 2:  Jesus and the  

woman at the well. 
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either touches or nearly so the outer sides of the 

tile.  The corners are in-filled with a brushed 

stylised plant form.  The subjects are painted in a 
spirited, rather loose and naïve manner, suggesting 
speed of production rather than accuracy of 

anatomy and perspective.  The dress of some of 

the figures have 17th/18th century elements, 

intended perhaps for familiar recognition rather 

than historically researched costume.  This 

approach was quite common since medieval 

times in illustration. 

 

 

 

 

 
The tiles would have been painted by a team, there 

are at least three distinctive variations in the corner 
floral treatment.  The little background birds in the 

sky on six of the tiles show different rendering.  
Figure treatment varies from the almost crude to an 

accomplished style seen in tile 9 – the Pilgrim.  

Comparisons with antique catalogue examples 
suggest a mid to late 18th century date and the 

survivors would have originally have been part of 
forty or more subjects.   

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Had the fireplaces survived the destruction, their 
antique and cultural value would have been very 

high today.  Suffice now that we can make this 
small record. 

 

Tile 4: The story of  

the good Samaritan. 

 

Tile 5: The road to Erasmus, when 

Christ after his crucifixion walked with 

two followers who did not realise his 

identity.   

 

Tile 6: Christ’s ascension  

into heaven. 
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Postscript:  Just for the record, when 

Knightthorpe Hall was demolished (recorded in 

our 1967 Vol 9 bulletin edition), the sandstone 

Tucker fireplace with small rosettes in the 

spandrel corners was purchased by Lowes 

Antiques, near to the Parish Church in the town.  

It was subsequently sold to a Mr Abbey who 

installed it in Moat House off Moat Road on the 

town’s outskirts – once a hunting lodge to the 

medieval deer park there.  Here it is safe, we 

hope, for posterity.  A small tablet concerning its 

origin might be appropriate since future 

generations might assume it had always been in 

its present location. 
 

©  Brian C J Williams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tile 7: St Paul escaping prison and 

being lowered in a basket over  

the town wall. 

 

 

Tile 8: The story of Lazarus – the beggar in 

heaven with Abraham looking down on the rich 

man in hell who has his finger in his mouth as 

he seeks to quench his thirst.   

 

Tile 9: 18th century style figure by a stile 

regarding the view – as in the Pilgrim’s 

Progress. 
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The following article first appeared in the Loughborough Echo. 

 

Caches, Cliffs and Kings - Royal Mummies of Thebes 
 

In May, members of the Loughborough Archaeological and Historical Society 

enjoyed a lavishly illustrated presentation by Dylan Bickerstaffe.  His theme: 

“Caches, Cliffs and Kings - Royal Mummies of Thebes”, together with photographs 

from his own collection, introduced the audience to the New Kingdom of Pharonic 

Egypt. 

 

To give a context to the talk, the place of the New Kingdom in Egyptian history was 

outlined.  Records show that it came into being in about 1500BC – a millennium 

after the building of the Great Pyramids.  Within the New Kingdom there were four 

dynasties and the names of Pharohs and their Queens provided a helpful framework 

for those less familiar with Egyptian history. 

 

First the illustrations showed the arid burial places where the tombs had been 

excavated in caves.  The speaker pointed out that what we find is rarely a tomb of 

undisturbed remains.  Tomb robbers, ancient and in the recent past, removed 

mummies from coffins hoping to find valuables.   From about 1874, there is also 

some evidence that officials, appointed to conserve ancient antiquities, were also 

involved in selling valuable items to rich tourists and to the represented of major 

museums from around the world.  It is probable that the foundations of the British 

Museum Egyptian collections were established at this time. 

 

The burials were not only of royalty but also of leading priests.  This made for a 

large number of interments over centuries.  Evidence suggests that some grave 

furniture, even cases for mummies, was re-used but that there was little attempt to 

replace mummies and their associated charms in their original coffins. 

 

The practices of burial ruled that males were painted in a red dye and women in 

yellow.  The positions of the arms and how fists were placed hinted at likely signs of 

connexions with the Delta area of the River Nile or from the Luxor area. 

 

One of the caches was of items used by undertakers: preservatives for embalming, 

bandages, containers for organs, such as entrails.  The belief in the importance of 

keeping the remains of the dead from the living give us a sense of the fear of dying as 

well as of being entombed.  Large quantities of crockery were used for the wake but 

was then broken, as were the remains of wreaths and other funerary decorations. 

 

Mick Allen proposed a vote of thanks which was very warmly supported.  
 

Ian Kiel
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Crown of Life 
by Karen Ette 

 
Swan Street Methodist Church, Loughborough and Nottingham Road Methodist 
Church, Loughborough both belonged to the Primitive Methodist Church. 

 
The Primitive Methodists broke away from the main stream Methodist Church (The 

Wesleyan Methodist Church) in the early 1800’s.  Just as there was no room for the 
Methodists of John Wesley’s day, because he preached and converted folk to the 
Christian way in the open air, so there was no room in the Wesleyan Methodist 

Church for the converts of the Camp Meetings of Hugh Bourne and his 

contemporaries. 

 
The Primitive Methodist Church was born. 

 
One hundred years ago on Windmill Hill at Woodhouse Eaves there was a big 

celebration for the first hundred years of the church.  
 

When Hugh Bourne first came to Loughborough from the Potteries he was surprised 
to find a very active group in Loughborough already. It inspired him to visit, quite a few 

times. 
 

Soon a Church was opened in Dead Lane (now swallowed under the Rushes retail 

development.)  Dead Lane was the route taken by the funeral carts carrying the dead in 
the time of the plague, to be buried somewhere near to what is now Limehurst School. 

 
From Dead Lane Chapel, the Congregation raised 

the Swan Street Church, and this Church was to 
become the Circuit Church for the third Circuit of 

the Primitive Methodist Connexion.  Primitive 
Methodism recognised the importance of Lay folk 

in the proclamation of the Word.  

 

In the late 1880’s a group of men met in Mr 
Wheatley’s Carpenters shop and resolved to open 

a Mission in a Factory Building in Duke Street.  
Out of the Duke Street Mission grew Nottingham 
Road Methodist Mission.  It opened in 1892. 

 
After the Great War one of the Church’s 

benefactors presented three stained glass 
windows in the memory of his fallen sons. 

 

There was a panel which showed Jesus and the Children around his knee, one of the 

Good Samaritan and a smaller, round one  surrounded by five lobes, of an angel 

holding a Crown  - the Crown of life. 

The Crown of Life window 
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When Nottingham Road Methodist Church closed in 1980, permission was given to 

remove them.  For nearly twenty years the window, back illuminated, was in a private 
house. When the owners moved, they realised that there would be nowhere for the 

window to go and offered it to the Minister at that time Rev’d David Shirtliffe, and it 
went to Knightthorpe Methodist Church - a most fitting place for it to be, in the only 

surviving Primitive Methodist Church in Loughborough, which itself was another 
product of the Mission zeal of Swan Street. 

 
The other two panels were at Trinity Methodist Church. They were installed in the 

Prayer Chapel but have been removed for safety reasons and placed in storage.  The 
Crown of Life Window is set in the wall of Knightthorpe Methodist Church’s 

community room. 
 

 

 

 

Obituary 
 

Peter James Greaves. 28th March 1924 – 3rd August 2011 
 

Peter was born on Derby Road and later educated at Loughborough Grammar School.  
From 1942 during the war he served in the Royal Artillery, being present at the D-Day 

landing and the crossing of the Rhine.  After the war he went to Oxford, taking a degree 
in history.  Initially teaching in the Lake District for a short time, he then became history 

master at the Wyggestone Boys Grammar School in Leicester for the rest of his teaching 
career.  He was notably active in taking students on walking expeditions to historic sites – 

always pre-prepared and with copious notes.  Both Peter and his sister were keen and 
active members of the local C.H.A. Rambling Club. 
 

On July 12th 1955 Peter became one of the founder members of the Loughborough and 
District Archaeological Society, taking an active role on the Committee.  From 1963 until 

1967 he was Chairman of the Society.  He took a keen interest in local archaeological 
investigations and organised many society visits further afield, including Stanford on Avon, 

York, Chester and Cambridge, which, like his talks, were always well researched.  In more 

recent years Peter’s eyesight was badly afflicted but he struggled relentlessly on, as some 

may recall on members days with little talks on historical politicians and their quotations, 
revealing his sense of humour at what they said.  He was a personal friend and we enjoyed 

many years of evenings with him and his sister and cousins.  At his funeral and memorial 
service at the Church of the Good Shepherd on 11th August were many former pupils, 

some having travelled great distances to pay their last respects – being a testimony in itself 
of the lasting impression he made. 
 

Always a most dependable, courteous and likeable person, Peter was a foundation block 
of our Society. 

Brian C. J. Williams 
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The Last of the Luddites by Ian Porter 

 
Whenever I hear the word the word Luddite 

mentioned in the media a smile crosses my face, 
because the context used is ‘someone opposed to 

technological change or innovation’ - which even 
dictionaries concur with is incorrect. True Luddism 

ended on the night of 28th June 1816 at Heathcoat 
and Boden’s factory in Loughborough, when the luck 

of those men involved ran out. They had been sent 
to destroy Heathcoat’s lace making frames because 

they were being worked under price. These Luddites 
would have been paid and ordered by a committee 

to carry this out – something they would have done  
scores of times before.  James Towle spotted by the  
Law Officer making his way home from the  

‘Loughborough Job’, knew there and then he  
would hang.   

 
Locally not an awful lot has been written about these men from Nottingham. Many 

well-written accounts giving a general picture have been printed. I decided not to look 
at these until I had come to my own conclusions, this proved to be a wise move. 

 
The Luddite was not opposed to technological change (no hosiery inventor in 

Nottingham received a visit from the Luddite at this time).  They only targeted hosiery 
owners who locally were termed ‘obnoxious employers’ and the frames mainly broken 

were those that produced cut-ups (a cheap product shaped by wetting, which when 
washed lost its shape), or if the owner employed colts (those who had not served a 
recognized apprenticeship).  Lastly, as was Heathcoat’s case, if wage agreements were 

not adhered to, even though his men were the best paid and most were prepared to 
take a pay cut, the knock-on effect within the industry would be felt. 

 

If even the meaning of the word takes such clarification, what chances have we of 

getting to the bottom of Luddism? Understanding what life was like for ordinary people 
in early nineteenth century Nottingham proved to be the way to go about producing an 

account of Luddism. It would be futile trying to find who actually controlled them, 
instead by looking at the national situation where war with France and the United 

States of America and the fear of what had recently befallen our French Cousins; our 
National Government diabolical, deceitful and damned, suppressed democracy – 

Nottingham stood alone.  My book explains how it did this, with the help of pamphlets 
either not seen before or the context fully understood. 
 

The book should be ready for the middle of next year and my most fervent hope is to 
do justice to the memory of those who stood up for the freedoms we enjoy today. 

 
‘The Last of the Luddites’ by Ian Porter will be available from Panda-Eyes Press in 2012. 

The attempted assassination of hosiery owner 

Trentham - by the Luddites - over his 

treatment of women employees. 
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Forthcoming events 

 
On 13th October 2011Teresa Keil will be giving a talk at Loughborough Library 
based on a collection of household management books donated last year to the 
Society. 
 
Contact Loughborough Library for further details. 
 
 
 
The week of 8th to the 15th of October sees the tenth Barkestone-le-Vale Family 
History and Photographic Exhibition.  The exhibition is held at the Church of St Peter 
and St Paul, Jericho Lane, Barkestone-le-Vale and is open daily from 11.00 am to 
6.00 pm.  Entry is free. 
 
Events include: 
 

• A 140ft long illustrated village family tree 

• The Vale of Belvoir Census (1841-1901) 

• An illustrated history of each house in the village 

• A collection of over 22,000 photographs of Barkestone-le-Vale’s people and 

places 

• A genealogy database for over 70,000 people 

• A detailed map of the churchyard with accompanying photos. 

 
Contact sheilabarkestone@btinternet.com or telephone 01949 0843158 for more 
details of this event. 
 

 
 

Editorial Correction: 

 

In the Spring 2011 Newsletter, the photograph of Lilley Cottage in Diseworth 

was wrongly described as ‘previously Rose Cottage’.  This was, in fact, incorrect, 

as Rose Cottage is a different cottage altogether.  Many apologies for this error, 

which was entirely the Editor’s own! 

 

mailto:sheilabarkestone@btinternet.com
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Representing the LAHS at the Town Team meeting 

 

I attended a Town Team meeting earlier this month to hear of the latest ideas of 

how to make Loughborough Town Centre a pleasant and attractive place. 

 

One of the most interesting things to look forward to is the installation of the Great 

Paul Bell casing in Queen’s Park.  According to the plans, it will go near the pond in 

front of Charnwood Museum.  All round the bell casing there will be a plinth which 

people can sit on; this will have a music score cast on the face but also a chamfered 

edge with brass detail to restrict use by skate boarders! 

 

The engineering involved in manufacturing a bell such as Great Paul is very 

sophisticated, and having the bell casing will reflect the importance of the bell 

foundry in the town’s heritage. 

 

Another item of interest was that it is hoped to replace the plaque in The Rushes 

about the Zeppelin raid, where 3 people were killed on 31st January 1916. 

 

Diane Coppard 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Photography by Marion Morgan of TrekEarth 
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Loughborough Archaeological and Historical Society is a registered charity. 

New members are always welcome. 

 
Publicity Secretary/Newsletter Editor:   

Alison S Mott, 16 Carington Street, Loughborough, Leics.  LE11 5NF 

Telephone 01509 210767  Email:  mott.the.wordsmith@gmail.com   

 

Society Secretary:  

Sara Haynes, 25 Woodbrook Road, Loughborough, Leics. LE11 3QB   

Telephone 01509 232 953   Email: Sarahaynes1@aol.com  

 

Society Treasurer:  

Malcolm Hill, 22 Sandalwood Road, Loughborough, LE11 3PS 

Telephone: 01509 230 559   Email: MalcolmRHill@aol.com 
 

Many thanks to all contributors to this newsletter.  If you have an historical specialism or area of 

interest you would like to write about, or something you would like to share in the Spring Newsletter 

with other members of the LAHS, please post or email your contributions to me at the contact details 

below.  Handwritten submissions are accepted and photographs and illustrations for articles would be 

gratefully received. 

Alison Mott 

A tapestry of the town created for the museum by members of the U3A 

mailto:david.tarver@btinternet.com
mailto:Sarahaynes1@aol.com
mailto:MalcolmRHill@aol.com

